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REGULATORY 
OUTLOOK 
UPDATE ON THE REGULATORY LANDSCAPE 

As part of the response to the COVID-19 pandemic globally, we 
identified that regulatory focus initially moved to the protection of 
customers and ensuring the markets continued to function. For example 
in H1 2020, we highlighted that both the Australian Prudential Regulation 
Authority (APRA) and Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission (ASIC) announced their intentions to review and delay the 
implementation of certain policy and regulatory initiatives. As regulatory 
focus has returned to business as usual, both regulators have now 
published revised corporate plans. In light of measures introduced to 
manage the impacts of the pandemic and the corresponding economic 
downturn, a new focus on financial stability and resilience has emerged - 
mostly in the form of additional reporting and liquidity measures. 

Elsewhere, regulators in the region continue to focus on transparency, 
accountability, outsourcing oversight and an increased focus on 
governance, culture and accountability. Environmental risk is 
increasingly recognised as a key global risk, with climate change at the 
forefront of these concerns. We continue to see regulatory guidelines 
introduced for firms to consider the governance, risk management, and 
disclosure of environmental risk including measures to increase the 
comparability of green investment products and eliminate 
“greenwashing”. It is these trends, those of financial stability and 
resilience which remain, plus action around money laundering and the 
world’s increasingly aging population, that we are still expecting most 
new regulation to continue to focus on. 

Whether change is initiated locally or not, the extent of regulation that 
must be adhered to continues to require vigilant monitoring. Northern 
Trust dedicates significant time to tracking and analysing the implications 
of regulatory change. 

Northern Trust 

In light of measures introduced to 
manage the impacts of the pandemic 

and the corresponding economic 
downturn, a new focus on financial 

stability and resilience has emerged - 
mostly in the form of additional 

reporting and liquidity measures. 
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ASIA PACIFIC 
CHANGE 
I. AUSTRALIAN PRUDENTIAL REGULATION AUTHORITY

SUPERANNUATION DATA TRANSFORMATION

In November 2019, APRA announced its intention to commence a data 
transformation project aimed at improving the breadth, depth and quality 
of the superannuation data collection process. The aim is to improve the 
comparability and consistency of reported data. 

• The task is complex and vast, so APRA will be adopting a consultation
approach split into three phases. Each phase will involve the release
of multiple topic papers, each covering a different aspect of the
consultation.

• Phase 1 (Breadth) will address the most urgent gaps in APRA’s data
collection, particularly for choice products and investment options.

• Phase 2 (Depth) will increase the granularity of the entire collection,
taking advantage of APRA’s new Data Collection Solution and
enhanced data analytic capabilities.

• Phase 3 (Quality) will assess the quality and consistency of the
additional data reported during Phases 1 and 2, and review and
address any implementation issues.

APRA has previously released three Phase 1 papers on structure and 
profile, performance and member accounts with submissions on the last 
two closing at the end of March 2020. 

UPDATE 

On 28 August 2020, APRA released the final consultation package in 
relation to the first phase of the project. These covered four main areas: 

• Expense Reporting
APRA is seeking to obtain a more detailed and consistent view of
expenses incurred by registrable superannuation entities (RSE).  To
facilitate this, the scope has been extended to require disclosure of
RSE licensee expenses in addition to those incurred by the RSE. New
expense categories (‘expense groups’) and sub-categories (‘expense
types’) are also introduced, as well as the requirement to more closely
align amounts being disclosed with other reporting such as financial
statements.
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• Asset Allocation
The aim of the new standard is to assist APRA in improving the
comparability between investment options by increasing the
granularity of data being reported. This includes the introduction of a
more detailed strategic asset allocation and three additional asset type
‘characteristics’. It also incorporates additional data in relation to
foreign currency and derivative exposures.

• Insurance Arrangements
APRA is looking to collect additional data in relation to group
insurance policies, the processing of insurance claims and premiums
collected.

• Fees and Costs
The new standard seeks to bring amounts being disclosed in line with
the updated Australian Securities & Investments Commission Fee and
Cost Disclosure Regulatory Guide 97 (RG 97) and extends coverage
beyond MySuper product and lifecycle options to also include choice
products and options.

APRA has indicated that it will be undertaking a formal submission 
process, liaising with industry participants through various forums 
including roundtables and webinars. It is also seeking volunteers to 
participate in a pilot exercise which seeks to enable comprehensive 
feedback on the proposed changes. 

There is a relatively short consultation on the proposed changes, with 
closing dates ranging from early October 2020 for expense reporting to 
mid-November for fees and costs.  

Commencement date for the new standards is currently positioned as 
being for reporting periods ending on or after 30 June 2021. Given the 
significant increase in the volume of data being requested, both the 
proposed implementation date and impending consultation periods are 
likely to pose challenges to the industry. 

II. AUSTRALIAN SECURITIES & INVESTMENTS COMMISSION
FEE AND COST DISCLOSURE REGULATORY GUIDE 97

Initially issued in November 2011, various amendments were made to 
RG 97 before ASIC commissioned an independent review during 2018. 
In response to the review, ASIC released a consultation paper which 
was open for comment from industry participants. Following the end of 
the consultation period, ASIC released an updated RG 97 regarding fees 
and costs disclosure requirements for superannuation products and 
collective investment products in November 2019.  

Northern Trust actions 

Northern Trust is actively involved in 
discussions with the industry body 
and will contribute towards formal 
responses to APRA with regard to 

the proposals. We will also work with 
clients to ensure that our reporting 

suite evolves to meet the revised 
requirements. 
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ASIC largely implemented the proposals it made previously in its’ 
consultation paper, which included a simplified presentation within the 
Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) and the removal of the need to 
include various fees, including implicit costs, property and borrowing 
fees. The new requirements were due to apply to all PDSs issued on or 
after 30 September 2020 (without the option to early adopt) and periodic 
statements with reporting periods commencing from 1 July 2021 (early 
adoption is available). 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic and to provide further clarity on 
areas where feedback has been received from the industry, ASIC 
announced some minor amendments in July 2020: 

• PDSs issued on or after 30 September 2022 must comply with the
new regulations.

• Early adoption is permitted from 30 September 2020. However, once
an issuer elects into the new requirements, this must be adopted in all
future PDSs.

• No changes were made to the transition arrangements for periodic
statements.

• The treatment of performance fees, derivative costs and the
disclosure of buy/sell spreads in periodic statements were clarified.

ASIC has announced that as a result of the pandemic, further work into 
the disclosure of fees and costs by platforms will be delayed, with the 
planned public consultation deferred until further notice.  

III. PORTFOLIO HOLDINGS DISCLOSURE

The Portfolio Holdings Disclosure (PHD) requirements will apply to most 
superannuation trustees, who will need to provide information about fund 
holdings on the fund website. However, ASIC has not yet finalised its 
related regulatory guidance and in its absence, superannuation trustees 
would be required to comply with the legislation subject to their own 
interpretation.  

On 29 October 2019, ASIC amended Class Order [CO 14/443] to delay 
the first reporting day for PHD for superannuation trustees by 12 months 
to 31 December 2020. 

Northern Trust actions 

Northern Trust is supportive of the 
changes made, with comparability 

improved through the changes to the 
template and removal of amounts 
including implicit costs. Northern 

Trust will be making updates to its’ 
reporting templates to cater to the 

required changes. 
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UPDATE 

In April 2020, as part of their COVID-19 FAQ update, ASIC 
acknowledged that in the current environment, trustees are likely to face 
difficulties in prioritising the required development to meet this reporting 
deadline, especially in the absence of a regulatory guide. As a result 
ASIC announced that it intended to further defer the commencement 
date but has not yet confirmed a new effective date. 

IV. AUSTRALIAN PRUDENTIAL REGULATION AUTHORITY
PANDEMIC DATA COLLECTION

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, APRA implemented Pandemic 
Data Collection (PDC) to perform an assessment of the impact on the 
superannuation industry. In its letter to RSE licensees in June, APRA 
acknowledged the short timeframe for implementation but highlighted the 
importance in undertaking this review. 

The PDC is in addition to existing reporting requirements, and includes 
both monthly and quarterly sections, with sections focusing on: 

• Complaints and insurance advice

• Operational resilience

• Foreign currency exposure and hedging

• Investments by option, with a focus on liquidity

• Member switching

• Extended Remittance Information payment demographics

• Insurance cancellations.

The first reporting date was for 30 June 2020 which was due on 31 July. 
The PDC will continue until the issues caused by COVID-19 have 
abated, with APRA reviewing the situation again in September. 

Northern Trust actions 

Northern Trust is actively supporting 
clients with reporting obligations as 

they evolve via the provision of a 
standard reporting solution to further 

facilitate customisation based on 
individual client needs. 
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V. AUSTRALIAN PRUDENTIAL REGULATION AUTHORITY AND
AUSTRALIAN SECURITIES AND INVESTMENTS COMMISSION
UPDATED CORPORATE PLANS

APRA and ASIC has announced updates to their four-year Corporate 
Plans in August 2020. 

In its plan, APRA reiterated its previously stated long-term focus on four 
key areas to: 

• maintain financial resilience

• improve outcomes for superannuation members

• transform governance and culture

• improve cyber resilience

However, particular attention will be provided to adjusting priorities in the 
short term given the uncertain environment and ongoing economic 
impact of the pandemic. Its immediate focus is therefore on several key 
areas: 

• Protecting the safety and soundness of APRA regulated institutions

• Fostering operational resilience during a period of significant
disruption

• Enhancing contingency plans for adverse events

ASIC’s release followed a similar approach, calling out the need to focus 
on responding to threats and harm arising in the current environment. In 
doing so, five key priorities were identified: 

• Protecting consumers from harm at a time of heightened vulnerability

• Maintaining financial system resilience and stability

• Supporting Australian businesses to respond to the effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic

• Continuing to identify, disrupt and take enforcement action against the
most harmful conduct

• Continuing to build our organisational capacity in challenging times

Looking beyond the immediate priorities, ASIC indicated that they 
continue to be focused on deterring poor behaviour and misconduct 
within the market and contributing towards a strong financial system and 
economic recovery. 
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VI. ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE

Sustainable finance is the practice of integrating environmental, social 
and governance (ESG) criteria into financial services to bring about 
sustainable development outcomes, including mitigating and adapting to 
the adverse effects of climate change.  

SINGAPORE 

On 24 June 2020, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) issued 
three consultation papers on its proposed guidelines on environmental 
risk management for banks, insurers and asset managers.  The 
guidelines aim to enhance financial institutions’ (FI) resilience to 
environmental risk, and strengthen the financial sector’s role in 
supporting the transition to an environmentally sustainable economy in 
Singapore and neighbouring regions.  

The guidelines set out MAS’ supervisory expectations for banks, insurers 
and asset managers in their governance risk management and 
disclosure of environmental risk. In governance terms, FI boards and 
senior management are expected to incorporate environmental 
considerations into their strategies, business plans, and product offerings 
and maintain oversight of the management of environmental risk. FIs 
should introduce policies and processes to assess, monitor and manage 
environmental risk, and make regular and meaningful disclosure of 
environmental risk to enhance market discipline. 

Once issued, organisations will have 12 months to implement the 
guidelines. 

Northern Trust 

On 24 June 2020, MAS issued three 
consultation papers on its proposed 

guidelines on environmental risk 
management for banks, insurers and 

asset managers.  
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AUSTRALIA 

On 24 February 2020, APRA published a letter to regulated entities that 
outlined its plans to tackle challenges posed by climate change. These 
include: 

• The development of a prudential practice guide focused on climate-
related financial risks.

• The undertaking of a climate change vulnerability assessment.

• The updating of Prudential Practice Guide SPG 530 Investment
Governance, which includes paragraphs related to ESG investments.

ASIC in their updated corporate plan, dated August 2020, commit to 
conducting surveillance to assess the extent to which (i) listed 
companies have adopted appropriate governance structures to identify 
and manage climate-related risks; (ii) climate-related disclosure is useful 
in investor decision making; and (iii) product issuers are engaging in 
‘greenwashing’ that results in consumer harms.  

Separately, the Australian Sustainable Finance Roadmap Initiative – the 
development of which will deliver policy, legislation, regulation and 
practices that align finance with delivering a sustainable and resilient 
economy  ̶is anticipated to be published in 2020. 

VII. HONG KONG LIMITED PARTNERSHIP FUND BILL

On 9 July 2020, the Hong Kong Legislative Council passed the Limited 
Partnership Fund (LPF) Bill, allowing funds to be set up as Hong Kong 
registered limited partnerships with effect from 31 August 2020. The 
Limited Partnership Fund Bill was introduced in March, to provide an 
alternative investment vehicle for private fund managers raising funds or 
investing in Asia Pacific, and requiring a regionally domiciled fund 
vehicle.  

The Bill introduces a new registration regime for LPFs to be established 
and operational in Hong Kong. The LPF regime gives market players 
flexibility in structuring the fund vehicle and operations, and more 
importantly aligns the domicile of the fund with their operations in Asia. 

On 24 February 2020, APRA published 
a letter to regulated entities that 

outlined its plans to tackle challenges 
posed by climate change. 

On 9 July 2020, the Hong Kong 
Legislative Council passed the LPF Bill, 

allowing funds to be set up as Hong 
Kong registered limited partnerships 

with effect from 31 August 2020. 
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VIII. HONG KONG MAINLAND EXCHANGE TRADED FUND CROSS
LISTING APPROVED

Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures Commission (SFC), in a statement 
on 28 August 2020, authorised two locally registered exchange traded 
funds (ETFs) to each invest in an ETF approved by the China Securities 
Regulatory Commission (CSRC) and currently listed on the Shenzhen 
Stock Exchange (SZSE). Similarly, the CSRC approved two SZSE listed 
ETFs to each invest in an SFC-authorised ETF currently listed on the 
Stock Exchange of Hong Kong. 

The scheme is a testament to the deepening of cooperation between the 
Mainland and Hong Kong capital markets, and will provide Hong Kong 
and Mainland investors with more investment opportunities and product 
choices through access to each other’s market. These ETFs will be listed 
on their respective markets under existing listing procedures. 

The ETF Connect was mooted four years ago by the Hong Kong 
bourse’s Chief Executive Officer, Charles Li, and was supposed to have 
been launched in 2018. But it has been postponed due to unspecified 
technical issues. The scheme is aimed at allowing investors in Hong 
Kong and China to invest in each other’s ETF market. 

Hong Kong’s SFC, in a statement on 28 
August 2020, authorised two locally 
registered ETFs to each invest in an 

ETF approved by the CSRC and 
currently listed on the SZSE. 
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IX. HONG KONG GREEN FINANCE ALLIANCE FOR GREATER
BAY AREA

On 4 September 2020, the Hong Kong Green Finance Association 
(HKGFA) announced the official launch of the Guangdong-Hong Kong-
Macau Greater Bay Area Green Finance Alliance (GBA-GFA). The 
Alliance aims to facilitate the greening of the Greater Bay Area (GBA). 

The GBA-GFA is collaboration between the HKGFA, the Green Finance 
Committee of Guangdong Society for Finance and Banking (GDGFC), 
the Green Finance Committee of Financial Society of Shenzhen Special 
Economic Zone (SZGFC), and the Macau Association of Banks. The 
alliance aims to promote research and incubating green investments that 
will benefit the GBA by leveraging the vast green investment demand in 
Guangdong and green finance capacities in Hong Kong and Macau.  

Meanwhile, financial support guidelines for the development of the GBA 
have been issued by the People’s Bank of China, the China Banking and 
Insurance Regulatory Commission, the CSRC and the State 
Administration of Foreign Exchange. One of the major measures in the 
guidelines is to facilitate collaboration on green finance in the GBA. 
Policies such as establishing a refined green finance cooperation 
working mechanism and constructing a Guangzhou Futures Exchange in 
the near future aims to support Hong Kong to become a Greater Bay 
green finance hub. 

X. HONG KONG CHANGES TO OPEN-ENDED FUND COMPANIES

On 11 September 2020, the Hong Kong SFC announced that 
amendments to the Code on Open-ended Fund Companies (OFC Code) 
have taken effect. Among other changes, private OFCs in Hong Kong 
are no longer subject to investment restrictions and the eligibility 
requirements for OFC custodians have been expanded. 

The SFC has issued a circular to the industry on the implementation of 
the revised OFC regime. Existing private OFC custodians are allowed a 
six-month transition period to ensure compliance with new safekeeping 
requirements. 

Financial support guidelines for the 
development of the GBA have been 

issued by the People’s Bank of China, 
the China Banking and Insurance 

Regulatory Commission, the CSRC 
and the State Administration of 

Foreign Exchange. 
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XI. MONETARY AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE ANTI-MONEY
LAUNDERING/COMBATING THE FINANCING OF TERRORISM
OUTSOURCING ARRANGEMENTS

MAS has published a new guidance paper setting out its supervisory 
expectations for Capital Markets Intermediaries (CMIs) that outsource 
Anti-Money Laundering/Combating the Financing of Terrorism 
(AML/CFT) control functions. 

MAS conducted a series of thematic inspections of CMIs to assess the 
adequacy of their oversight of AML/CFT service providers (ASPs), and 
their understanding of the key control functions outsourced to these 
ASPs. This guidance paper sets out MAS’ supervisory expectations of 
sound practices where AML/CFT control functions are outsourced. 
Further context can be found in the illustrative examples taken from 
MAS’ onsite findings and recommendations to the inspected CMIs. 

While this paper is premised on the inspections of CMIs, the takeaways 
are applicable and relevant to other types of FIs, with the appropriate 
calibrations. All FIs should therefore incorporate learning points from this 
guidance paper. FIs should also note that the findings and examples 
highlighted in this paper are non-exhaustive, and continue to implement 
appropriate AML/CFT controls that are commensurate with the nature 
and complexity of their business. 

XII. MONETARY AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE GUIDELINES ON
INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTABILITY AND CONDUCT

On 10 September 2020, MAS published a paper entitled “guidelines on 
individual accountability and conduct” to strengthen the accountability of 
senior managers in key functions in FIs. These guidelines set out five 
high level outcomes that FIs should achieve to promote the 
accountability of senior managers, strengthen oversight over material 
risk personnel, and reinforce conduct standards among all employees: 

• Senior managers responsible for managing and conducting core
functions are clearly identified.

• Senior Managers are fit and proper for their roles and held responsible
for the actions of their employees and conduct of business under their
purview.

An accompanying information paper on good practice in areas such as 
hiring, communication, monitoring, assessment and performance 
management and a frequently asked questions guide to provide 
clarifications are also provided. 

MAS conducted a series of thematic 
inspections of CMIs to assess the 

adequacy of their oversight of 
AML/CFT service providers. 

https://www.mas.gov.sg/regulation/guidelines/guidelines-on-individual-accountability-and-conduct
https://www.mas.gov.sg/regulation/guidelines/guidelines-on-individual-accountability-and-conduct
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XIII. MONETARY AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE RULES FOR
DISCRETION IN EXECUTING ORDERS

On 3 September 2020, MAS issued two notices on requirements on the 
execution of customer orders. These rules follow consultation in 
November 2017 proposing to have in place policies and procedures to 
place and/or execute customers’ orders on the best available terms. The 
notices issued are for local market operators and for CMIs. 

Covering approved exchange or recognised market operators in 
Singapore, MAS issued the notice under the Securities and Futures Act 
that they may exercise discretion in placing or executing orders. The 
order requires the establishment and implementation of written policies 
and procedures that are commensurate with the nature, scale and 
complexity of the business; placing and/or executing of orders on the 
best available terms; and placing and/or executing comparable orders in 
accordance with the time of receipt of such orders. SFA 02-N03 became 
effective for market operators from 4 September 2020.  

Notice was issued for capital markets services licensees, banks, 
merchant banks and finance companies which conduct regulated 
activities in dealing capital market products, fund management or real-
estate investment trust management. The notice requires policies and 
procedures to place and execute customers’ orders on the best available 
terms to support fair outcomes for customers. SFA 04-N16 will become 
effective for CMIs from 3 March 2022. 
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XIV. SOUTH KOREA ASIA REGION FUND PASSPORT

The Financial Services Commission announced on 19 May 2020 that the 
Asia Region Funds Passport (ARFP) would be introduced on 27 May to 
allow cross-border fund trading. 

ARFP is an initiative led by the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, 
which aims to attract and retain finance within the region; to foster its 
economic growth, as well as to strengthen the investment management 
industry as a whole. The five countries currently participating in the 
scheme are Australia, Japan, New Zealand, South Korea and Thailand. 

Cross-border sale of funds will become possible without regulatory 
approval by each country. The sale of funds will be governed by each 
country's regulations on customer protection. The system aims to 
strengthen the capacity, expertise and international competitiveness of 
financial markets in the region and the fund managing industry. For 
investors, the system aims to provide a more diverse range of 
investment opportunities. 

Each ARFP fund is subject to no eligibility review on the assumption that 
it satisfies every registration requirement in accordance with the 
Financial Investment Services and Capital Markets Act. Foreign ARFP 
funds are provided by domestic sellers such as banks and securities 
companies and, as such, exactly the same investor protection measures 
are applied to domestic and foreign ARFP funds. 

Northern Trust 
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GLOBAL CHANGE 
IMPACTING ALL  
I. TRANSITION AWAY FROM INTERBANK OFFERED RATES

“The four to six months ahead of us are arguably the most critical period 
in the transition away from the London Inter-bank Offered Rate (LIBOR). 
The time to act is now” said Edwin Schooling Latter, Financial Conduct 
Authority (FCA) Director of Markets and Wholesale Policy, in a speech to 
the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) webinar on 
14 July. The priorities set out in both the UK Working Group on Risk-
Free Reference Rates’ (RFRs) updated roadmap for 2020-2021 and the 
Alternative Reference Rate Committee’s (ARRC) Best Practices for 
Completing Transition From LIBOR provide more details on what is to 
come in this period. The speech also reiterated that COVID-19 has had 
no impact to the target end-2021 date for readiness for LIBOR cessation. 

A critical item on the roadmap for LIBOR Transition is the planned ISDA 
fallback protocol and the fallback supplement to implement the new 
fallbacks for legacy and new derivative contracts. ISDA had aimed for an 
earlier Q3 launch but this is dependent on a positive business review 
letter from the US Department of Justice and feedback from competition 
authorities in other jurisdictions. Once launched, the fallbacks will take 
effect on a set date four months later. ISDA stated they “will provide 
market participants with approximately two weeks’ notice of the official 
launch date and later effective date. During this two-week period, ISDA 
expects to facilitate a process whereby regulated entities and other key 
market participants can adhere to the Interbank Offered Rate (IBOR) 
Fallback Protocol ‘in escrow’ prior to the launch date”. In support of this 
the ARRC has updated its best practices to encourage adherence to the 
ISDA protocol during the escrow period Other changes in the derivatives 
space have been completed and there are more coming down the track. 
Price Alignment Interest and discounting switched from Euro Overnight 
Index Average to euro short-term rate for cleared Euro derivatives on 27 
July, with a similar switch from Fed Funds to Secured Overnight 
Financing Rate scheduled to take place in the US on 16 October. 

Northern Trust 

“The four to six months ahead of us are 
arguably the most critical period in the 

transition away from LIBOR. The time 
to act is now” 

Edwin Schooling Latter, Financial 
Conduct Authority (FCA) Director of 

Markets and Wholesale Policy 
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In the loans space, there is a target in the UK for lenders to be able to 
offer non-LIBOR alternatives to customers from the end of September, 
and to include contractual arrangements in new LIBOR-referencing loans 
to facilitate conversion to Sterling Overnight Index Average (SONIA) or 
other alternatives. This is a softening of the original target to cease 
issuance of sterling LIBOR cash products which has moved out to end-
Q1 2021 in recognition of challenges in the current environment.  
Relevant dates in the US include end of September and end of October 
target dates to include recommended hardwired fallback language in 
syndicated and bilateral business loans respectively. 

Another key priority for the UK RFR Working Group is to accelerate a 
reduction of stock of GBP LIBOR referencing contracts by end-Q1 2021; 
a clear indicator that firms should not wait until late or end-2021 to tackle 
this transition.  To this end, the recently published paper on Active 
transition of GBP LIBOR referencing bonds considers how issuers may 
approach converting existing bonds, including the process of consent 
solicitation which has already been used successfully to transition over 
£10bn of bonds to SONIA. 

An area that has been getting more focus has been so called “tough 
legacy issues”. “Tough legacy” refers to existing LIBOR referencing 
contracts that are unable, before LIBOR cessation, to either convert to a 
non-LIBOR rate or be amended to add fallbacks.  An example would be 
LIBOR linked USD bonds, which typically require 100% bondholder 
consent to change terms – something that is unlikely to be achievable in 
practical terms.  Our previous newsletter referred to the ARRC’s 
proposal for New York State legislation for U.S. Dollar LIBOR contracts. 
The European Commission launched a consultation on proposed 
amendments to EU rules on financial benchmarks with a broadly similar 
objective. Valdis Dombrovskis, Executive Vice-President said: “EU users 
of LIBOR should continue their preparations for its cessation at the end 
of 2021. However, we recognise that some LIBOR contracts cannot be 
renegotiated in due time and that is why we are proposing new legal 
powers for the EU to replace the LIBOR with another benchmark”. In the 
UK, where LIBOR is regulated by the FCA, the approach is to make 
modifications at source; legislation is being put forward to enable the 
FCA to require the administrator to change the methodology by which 
LIBOR is produced, should LIBOR become unrepresentative. Creating a 
'synthetic' LIBOR in this manner is aimed at further reducing disruption.  
Edwin Schooling Latter, in that same speech to ISDA’s webinar in July, 
was clear that this is not intended as a way out of LIBOR transition, 
emphasising “..that these powers are not an alternative to transition. 
Firms still need to be ready for life without LIBOR.” 

Northern Trust 

“EU users of LIBOR should continue 
their preparations for its cessation at 

the end of 2021. However, we recognise 
that some LIBOR contracts cannot be 

renegotiated in due time and that is 
why we are proposing new legal powers 

for the EU to replace the LIBOR with 
another benchmark” 

Valdis Dombrovskis, Executive Vice-
President, European Commission 
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Another initiative in progress is the development of term rates, which are 
at various stages in the different LIBOR currency markets. Other markets 
are also progressing their transition efforts. The Bank of Japan wrote to 
major financial institutions urging them to take action. ASIC published 
feedback on their “Dear CEO” letter to major financial institutions 
highlighting the need for planning and the importance of addressing the 
related issues early. In line with that theme, the Dutch Central Bank and 
Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets issued a joint letter 
asking financial institutions to provide details of their plans to transition 
away from critical benchmarks. This topic clearly remains high on the 
global regulatory agenda with an emphasis on acting early. 

For firms seeking more information on how to approach LIBOR 
transition, the ARRC published an “Internal Systems and Processes: 
Transition Aid for SOFR Adoption” document in July 2020. This 
document aims to support identification of internal processes and 
systems which may need to be updated over the course of the transition. 
National Working Groups continue to publish content and guidance in 
support of the transition away from LIBOR and firms should aim to 
familiarise themselves with these best practices and recommendations. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 

For more information, our LIBOR transition programme has recorded a 
webinar on LIBOR Transition: How Northern Trust is preparing, and how 
it impacts our clients 

Each National Working Group has published materials to inform market 
participants about the transition from LIBOR to RFRs as has ISDA: 

• Alternative Reference Rates Committee

• UK Sterling Risk Free Rate Working Group

• Working Group on Euro Risk Free Rates

• The National Working Group on Swiss France Reference Rates

• Cross-Industry Committee on Japanese Yen Interest Rate
Benchmarks

• ISDA Benchmark Reform & Transition From LIBOR

Northern Trust actions 

At Northern Trust, there is an 
enterprise-wide programme to guide 
the LIBOR and IBOR transition. This 

programme has organisational 
subject matter experts who are 
implementing a multi-year plan, 

driven by client- and product-focused 
work streams, to manage the 

transition from the IBORs to 
alternative RFRs or other benchmark 

rates. Northern Trust is monitoring 
and participating in industry forums 

to evaluate alternative reference 
rates, fallback language and best 
practices to prepare for upcoming 
changes. Quarterly meetings are 

ongoing with the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Chicago and Prudential 

Regulatory Authority (UK). 

For Northern Trust’s Asset Servicing 
business, the scopes of impacts and 

high-level requirements have been 
documented by product. The 

programme performed a detailed gap 
analysis and has developed 

execution plans.  Client-specific 
engagement to discuss LIBOR 

transition planning is expected to 
begin in late 2020. 

https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg30.jsp&mode=login&loginemail=ua14%40ntrs.com&eventid=2559916&sessionid=1&key=4CE7F22B90337046323F07969C91E4F8&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg30.jsp&mode=login&loginemail=ua14%40ntrs.com&eventid=2559916&sessionid=1&key=4CE7F22B90337046323F07969C91E4F8&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://www.newyorkfed.org/arrc
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/transition-to-sterling-risk-free-rates-from-libor
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/initiatives/interest_rate_benchmarks/WG_euro_risk-free_rates/html/index.en.html
https://www.snb.ch/en/ifor/finmkt/fnmkt_benchm/id/finmkt_reformrates
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/finsys/libor/index.htm/
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/finsys/libor/index.htm/
https://www.isda.org/2020/05/11/benchmark-reform-and-transition-from-libor/
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II. THE CENTRAL SECURITIES DEPOSITORIES REGULATION

BACKGROUND 

The Central Securities Depositories Regulation (CSDR) has been 
harmonising the authorisation and supervision of Central Securities 
Depositories (CSDs) within the EU since 2014. The regulation impacts 
instruments cleared at an EU central counterparty clearing house, or 
settled by any EU Trade Venue or CSD. 

Since 2014 we have seen a phased introduction of requirements 
including 

• T+2 settlement cycle

• Authorisation including strict prudential and conduct rules for CSDs

• Internalised settlement reporting

• Omnibus and segregated accounts including risk and cost disclosures

The next key requirement due to be implemented is the Settlement 
Discipline Regime (SDR), under which, any instrument cleared at an EU 
central clearing house or settled by an EU trading venue or EU CSD is in 
scope. The primary objective of the enhanced SDR is to incentivise 
timely trade settlement, reduce settlement risk and ultimately increase 
safety of securities across the European Economic Area markets. This is 
to be achieved by the introduction of cash penalties and mandatory buy-
ins.  

INDUSTRY AND REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS 

The implementation timeline for SDR was expected to move to 1 
February 2021 pending SWIFT technology changes due to be introduced 
on 20 November. This delay was ratified by the European Commission 
(EC), Parliament and Council on 8 August 2020. 

Despite this delay, continued lobbying efforts took place from industry 
associations to both European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) 
and EC for a further delay in the implementation timeline. Lobbying 
highlighted the impact of COVID-19 and implementation challenges due 
to the absence of regulatory interpretation and market guidance in the 
form of open EC and ESMA Q&As. The absence of available buy-in 
agents in the market remains a key industry challenge and there have 
been further requests to decouple mandatory buy-ins from cash 
penalties.  

The primary objective of the enhanced 
SDR is to incentivise timely trade 

settlement, reduce settlement risk and 
ultimately increase safety of securities 

across the European Economic Area 
markets. This is to be achieved by the 

introduction of cash penalties and 
mandatory buy-ins. 
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In June 2020, EC requested ESMA to undertake a review of CSDR. In 
response to this request, ESMA issued a survey to the national 
competent authorities and industry bodies on areas of the regulation to 
review. In late July, ESMA notified the industry that they are working on 
a revised Regulatory Technical Standard (RTS) proposing to delay the 
entry into force of the SDR until 1 February 2022. The final report was 
published on 28 August.  This update is an implementation date delay 
only and no amendments to the regulations were introduced as part of 
this RTS. This delay will now undergo the same ratification process by 
the EC, Parliament and Council which will take three months to ratify. 

The final report from the High Level Forum (HLF) for the capital markets 
union also includes recommendations that the EC conducts a targeted 
review of CSDR to strengthen the CSD passport and improve 
supervisory convergence among national competent authorities. The 
HLF also discussed the possibility of further delaying the implementation 
of the mandatory buy-in requirement and making it optional. They were 
unable to reach a consensus on this point so no recommendation is put 
forward. They do note it would be necessary to carefully assess how the 
buy-in requirement affects markets in a stressful environment. 

UK STATEMENT 

On 23 June 2020, as part of the Her Majesty's Treasury statement 
confirming that as part of the tailoring of implementation of EU 
regulations post transition period, they will consider the future approach 
to the UK’s settlement discipline framework, given the importance of 
ensuring that regulation facilitates the settlement of market transactions 
in a timely manner while sustaining market liquidity and efficiency. As 
such, the UK will not be implementing the EU’s new settlement discipline 
regime, set out in the CSDR. UK firms should instead continue to apply 
the existing industry-led framework. Any future legislative changes will 
be developed through dialogue with the financial services industry, and 
sufficient time will be provided to prepare for the implementation of any 
new future regime. 

Northern Trust 

ESMA notified the industry that they 
are working on a revised RTS 

proposing to delay the entry into force 
of the SDR until 1 February 2022. The 

final report was published on 28 
August. 

The final report from the HLF for the 
capital markets union also includes 

recommendations that the EC 
conducts a targeted review of CSDR to 

strengthen the CSD passport and 
improve supervisory convergence 

among national competent authorities. 

The UK will not be implementing the 
EU’s new settlement discipline regime, 

set out in the CSDR. UK firms should 
instead continue to apply the existing 

industry-led framework. 
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LEGAL AGREEMENT UPDATE 

It had been hoped that the mandatory buy-in aspect of the regulation 
would be de-coupled from the Settlement Penalty requirements. 
However, ESMA have confirmed in their letter of 16 April 2020 that 
this will not the case. The Commission Delegated Regulation on 
Settlement Discipline includes certain mandatory changes to the 
contracts of all parties in the settlement chain to ensure the 
mandatory buy-in aspect of the regulation is enforceable in all 
markets where trading and settlement takes place.  

Northern Trust has worked with a number of industry groups to 
assess how this will impact various client contracts. Global clients 
repapering will be required as it will impact any client that may settle 
transactions on European CSDs. Northern Trust is currently 
validating the best approach to administer these amendments and 
working with industry bodies to come up with consensus on standard 
industry language to update client agreements. 

Northern Trust actions 

Northern Trust has a formal 
execution programme in place to 

ensure we meet our obligations 
under the settlement discipline 

regime as well as support our clients. 
Our CSDR implementation 

programme is committed to 
effectively managing this change, 

providing timely information to enable 
clients to assess impacts to their 

business. Our core impacted 
products and services have identified 

service offering changes for cash 
penalties to support readiness 

activities. We have commenced on-
boarding an external third-party 
system for the management of 

messaging, cash penalties and daily 
and monthly reporting. 

Northern Trust representatives are 
actively engaged in industry 

associations such as the Association 
for Financial Markets in Europe, the 

Association of Global Custodians 
and the Investment Association to 

ensure we continue to monitor 
regulatory developments, support 

ongoing industry lobbying and 
development of market practice 

guides where open questions 
remain. 



All source documents referenced within this newsletter can be directly 
accessed using the hyperlinks contained within the electronic edition of the 
newsletter. To access the electronic edition please go to: 
www.northerntrust.com/insights-research/regulatory-developments 

*Information contained herein is current as of the date appearing in this
material only and is subject to change without notice.
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